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Come for the plague! Stay for the natural disasters!



GOALS
• Connect people 
• Connect projects 
• Solve problems 
• Build community 
• World domination 



JULIA.KING@UIB.NO

JULIA KING

• Mapping Book and Manuscript Exchange 
Around Syon Abbey, 1415-1539 

• Uses network analysis to figure out how 
books related to St. Birgitta of Sweden 
moved around England in the 15th century 

• How do I work with printed books and 
manuscripts in the same network?



NANCYUM@BINGHAMTON.EDU

NANCY UM

• Art historian of the Indian Ocean, 
exploring ways to cope (digitally) with 
the extreme mobility of objects, 
commodities, and people around the 
Indian Ocean rim during the so-called 
Age of Discoveries.



 @DJWRISLEY

DAVID WRISLEY

• What can plain text versions of public 
domain editions of medieval texts tell 
us, and what can they not?  

• https://github.com/OpenMedFr



 @ULLYOT

MICHAEL ULLYOT

• Is the sonnet a form or a genre? Where 
do poetic genres inhere? 

• I’ve built a database of ~1855 English-
language sonnets (so far) to 1700, to see 
how their word-choices differ and 
change through time. 

• Play with it: acriticismlab.org



KTMEATON@GMAIL.COM

KATHERINE EATON

• I research the spread of plague in Medieval/
Early Modern Europe by extracting ancient 
DNA from skeletal remains of victims of the 
Black Death. 

• How did plague persist for centuries in 
premodern Europe but is now currently 
'extinct' across this continent? 

• https://bit.ly/2WuoToR



BRIANFORMAN2021@U.NORTHWESTERN.EDU

BRIAN FORMAN

• A database of natural disasters for the 
French Mediterranean.



BAERL@UOGUELPH.CA

LISA BAER

• How gendered and classed ambition was characterized and 
defined in early modern Scotland, arguing that the condemnation 
of ambition was a method utilized by society to maintain 
traditional hierarchies of control over women and the lower 
classes.  

• In order to excavate an historically appropriate definition of 
ambition, I have employed natural language processing and 
semantic text analysis within a mixed corpus of sixteenth- and 
early seventeenth-century English and Scottish texts.  

• One of the biggest issues I've encountered while attacking this 
project is the lack of a standard Latin or Scots nltk corpus I can 
employ while examining my texts.



JASONECOHEN@GMAIL.COM

JASON COHEN

• First, the SAA recently accepted my 2020 workshop, 
“Teaching the 17th C Book With and Without 17th C 
Books.” If that’s interesting to you, let’s talk! 

• Second, my current work is on making local and regional 
archives accessible and sustainable. It’s not exclusively EM, 
but it is deeply materialist and invested in print history. (My 
current early modern work examines the emergence of 
scale as a concept and tool across several domains). 

• My interest, then, concerns how we marry material studies 
with our digital surrogates.



@LAURA_ESTILL

LAURA ESTILL

• My domain is early modern English drama, 
manuscript studies, book history, & DH 

• A research method I use is reception history and 
key problem is accessing and evaluating evidence 

• My question is: 

• What #OA resources for early book facsimiles 
do you use other than EEBO? (My library no 
longer subscribes)



@ERINANNMCC

ERIN A. MCCARTHY

• I am an early modernist interested in the histories 
of books (including manuscripts) and reading. I'm 
particularly invested in large-scale quantitative 
histories.  

• I don't have a thorny question, exactly, but I'm 
interested in scraping XML to explore with R.  

• In the short term, I'd like to pull results tables from 
the Folger Union First-Line Index; as a reach goal, 
I'd love to scrape and structure CELM records.



NATHAN.GIBSON@LMU.DE

NATHAN P. GIBSON

• Goal: Network analysis of 5 centuries of 
Muslim-Christian-Jewish scholarly 
collaboration 

• Thorny question: If Ahmad says that Butrus 
studied under Moshe, how do I record 
Ahmad’s connection to Butrus and Moshe? 

• https://usaybia.net 



@YCLEPIT

LUCY R. HINNIE


